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Abstract
Different elements of weather are often used to add realism to outdoor scenes created inside virtual environments. This 
is still an active area of research and so far a concrete solution has not been developed. In this project a weather engine 
was created to produce different types of rain using the Panda3D game engine and animating it by using shaders. The 
program uses key attributes taken from real rain and incorporates them into the virtual rain. This report explains in 
detail how real rain gets created on earth, covers the different approaches to creating virtual rain and finally describes 
the goals and approach used in this project. 

1. Introduction
Weather elements are often used in virtual environments and films to express some kind of mood or to add realism to a 
particular scene. It is easy to give a few examples in movies or games where weather elements played an important part 
and gave it more character than it would have had without it. For example the end scene in Kill Bill 1 where the director 
used snow in a great manner or the thick white fog used in Silent Hill both the game and the movie.  It is also easy to 
mention a few movies that have used rain as a dramatic effect, like Seven, Shawshank Redemption and Sin city.

In order to create such elements developers must use commercial graphics modeling and animation tools that are often 
quite expensive or create the effects from scratch which can be very time consuming.

For developers in the computer graphics field, it would be highly beneficial to be able to use an engine that specializes in 
weather phenomena and can provide their environment with different kinds of weather elements. This engine could be 
used in all kinds of environments especially in the gaming industry.

This project delivers a weather engine and the first element that it offers is rain. The author first takes a look at real rain 
to see what characteristics it has and see how rain has been implemented into virtual environments so far. In the end the 
outcome of the virtual rain created in this project will be compared to rain in the real world.

This project is a continuation of a project the author did in the Virtual Environment course he took the spring semester of 
2009. In that course he created, using Panda3D, a world with clouds, fog and miasma using the built in Particle system 
and allowed the user to modify the color, density and height of those systems.

The main motivation for this project is the hope that this will be the first step onto creating an engine that will become 
the standard for creating weather in all sorts of virtual environments, in 2D or 3D. It seems that so far there are not any 
engines on the market that specialize in weather elements which is a great encouragement for the author to continue 
with this work after this particular project is finished.
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2. Rain in the real world
In order to simulate rain in a virtual world it is helpful to study the way rain works in nature.

2.1 What is rain?

Rain is the liquid form of precipitation on Earth. It is part of the hydrologic cycle that begins when water evaporates and 
forms clouds in the atmosphere. The water that forms these clouds is frozen and vaporized. Once enough water has 
evaporated, it is then released in the form of droplets of rain back to the surface of the Earth [2].

Precipitation falls in various forms, or phases and can be subdivided into:

- Liquid precipitation: Drizzle and Rain.

- Freezing precipitation: Freezing drizzle and Freezing rain.

- Frozen precipitation: Snow, Snow grains, Ice pellets, Hail, Snow pellets / graupel and Ice crystals.

2.2 Types of rain

Generally, there are three different types of rain that can occur in an area and contain raindrops of different sizes [1,3,5]:

- Convection Rain: this happens when the ground is warm and there is a low pressure. It tends to occur in the later 

part of the day or early evening. The sun warms the ground during the day. By afternoon, the moist is being 
forced to rise, producing very heavy rain that arrives rapidly and does not last long. 

- Relief or Orographic Rain: this occurs when the air moves along the ground or over the sea, passes hills or 
mountains. These force the air to rise in order to pass the obstruction. The rising air cools and, as a consequence, 
clouds are formed and rain appears. Relief rain is characterized by thick clouds with drizzly conditions.

- Frontal or Cyclonic Rain: this appears if a warm air mass meets a cold air mass, the two air masses will generally 

not mix. The warm air, being less dense, will gently slide over the cold air. As it rises, it will cool and condense 
into clouds and rain. Rain begins slowly and remains steady for several hours if not days.

Rainfall is measured, in terms of inches or millimeters of depth, by means of a simple receptacle-and-gauge apparatus or 
by more complex electrical or weighing devices placed where eddies of air will not interfere with the normal fall of the 
raindrops [9].
When classified according to the rate of precipitation, rain can be divided into:

- Very light rain: when the precipitation rate is < 0.25 mm/hour

- Light rain: when the precipitation rate is between 0.25 mm/hour - 1.0 mm/hour

- Moderate rain: when the precipitation rate is between 1.0 mm/hour - 4.0 mm/hour

- Heavy rain: when the precipitation rate is between 4.0 mm/hour - 16.0 mm/hour

- Very heavy rain: when the precipitation rate is between 16.0 mm/hour - 50 mm/hour

- Extreme rain: when the precipitation rate is > 50.0 mm/hour

2.3 Physics of rain

The fall velocity of a raindrop particle is directly proportional to its diameter. The larger the particle, the faster it falls. 
The same follows for the maximum fall distance before evaporation, or the process in which a liquid turns into a gas. The 
larger the diameter, the greater the distance it will fall due to gravity, the force that pulls a water droplet toward the 
earth's surface [11].
When a raindrop falls to the surface of the Earth, it is acted on by two main forces, gravity and drag. A stationary 
raindrop initially experiences an acceleration due to gravity of 9.8 m/s2, as would any falling body. As gravity increases 
the speed of the raindrop in its descent, drag retards the downward acceleration of the raindrop. Usually, air resistance 
that comes in contact with the water molecules as they fall causes the drag. The combination of these two forces causes a 
raindrop to reach a terminal velocity when the drag force is approximately equal to the weight of the raindrop. At this 
point, a raindrop experiences no further acceleration and therefore falls at a constant velocity [2].
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2.4 Size and shape of raindrops

Different sources approximate different ranges for the measure of a diameter of a raindrop. However, on the average, a 
raindrop is between 0.1 to 5 millimeters. There are some exceptions; rarely, raindrops of 8 millimeters were known to 
occur. Sizes larger than that do not normally occur because the raindrop particles simply break up or collide with other 
neighboring particles. The shape of raindrops depend on size and velocity. The motion of air around the raindrop leads 
to low pressure regions on the sides and for small raindrops conditions similar to Stokes flow exist. There is also a region 
of low pressure at the top of the raindrop due to flow separation at higher Reynolds numbers.  As a result a raindrop 
evolves from a spherical shape to a bean-shaped form and finally breaks apart at sizes above 5 mm as you can see in 
figure 1 [11,6].

In figure 2 you can see a sequence of photos taken over the course of 60 milliseconds. A single drop of water shatters to 
produce a variety of smaller drops. This solitary explosion may account for the different sizes of raindrops that hit the 
ground [10].

2.5 Other aspects

Furthermore, other aspects that also must be considered are shadows, raindrop lighting ,transparency and finally 
collisions when raindrops land.

2.6 Summary

We can clearly see that rain is an highly complex atmospheric 
natural phenomenon which consists of numerous visual 
effects interacting together. So creating a convincing rain in an 
environment is a difficult task since there are numerous small 
details and variety of visual cues and missing pieces can 
destroy the illusion of immersion.

So to summarize, the key attributes that have to taken into 
account when creating virtual rain are shown in figure 3.
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3. Rain in virtual environments
This chapter will take a look at papers and products that in some way or another relate to this project’s agenda of 
creating rain in a virtual environment. It is important to mention that this is in no way a finite list.

3.1 Papers / Articles

Several papers or articles regarding rain in virtual environments have been published through the years. 
Here is a list with a short description of the what the author found most intriguing and helpful for this project.

- “Realistic real-time rain rendering” [7] : In this paper, Rousseau, Jolivet and Ghazanfarpour propose a realistic 
real-time rain rendering method using programmable graphics hardware. In order to simulate the refraction of 
the scene inside a raindrop, the scene is captured to a texture which is distorted according to optical properties of 
raindrops. This texture is mapped onto each raindrop. The method also takes into account retinal persistence, and 
interaction with light sources.

- “Rain” [8] : This paper presents a particle system approach for animating and rendering rain streaks that works 
entirely on the GPU. Rain particles are animated over time using Stream Out, and at each frame they are 
expanded into billboards to be rendered using the Geometry Shader. Finally, the rendering of the rain particles 
uses a library of textures stored in a Texture Array, which encodes the appearance of different rain drops under 
different viewpoint and lighting directions.  

- “Real-time rendering of realistic rain” [12] : Here a GPU based technique to render realistic rain in real-time is 
proposed. It consists of two parts: off-line image analysis of rain videos, and real-time particle-based synthesis of 
rain. Videos of real rain are analyzed to extract the rain mattes; random samples of these rain stroke mattes are 
then used for online synthesis. A pre-computed radiance transfer (PRT) is incorporated in the particle system to 
take into account the scene radiance. The transfer function of a raindrop can be highly efficiently evaluated with a 
closed-form solution. This approach achieves high realism with low computation cost and a small memory 
footprint and applies to a variety of scenarios, from synthetic 3D scenes to real videos.

- “Rendering falling rain and snow” [13] : Covers how rain and snow was created and used in ‘Flight Simulator 
2004’ by mapping hand-drawn textures with constant brightness onto a camera-aligned double cone.

- “Creation and control of rain in virtual environments” [5] : This paper proposes a solution to facilitate the 
creation and control of rain scenes and to improve on previously used methods while offering a realistic 
appearance of rain. An area is created and defined in which it is raining and a suitable management of the particle 
systems inside them is performed. Multi resolution techniques are included to adapt the number of particles, their 
location and their size according to the view conditions. The presented method is completely integrated in the 
GPU and is fast, simple, efficient and easily integrated into existing virtual-reality environments.

3.2 Engines / Games / Demos

Rain can be found in many virtual environments especially in computer games, for example games like Metal Gear 
Solid, Heavy Rain, Grand Theft Auto and the latest FIFA games. So without going through and giving mention to each 
environment in the enormous list of products out there, the author would like to mention one demo since it was 
specifically built to create realistic rain and offered some valuable insights on the process through lectures given 
afterwards when showcasing their product.
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“Toy Shop” - ATI tech demo [4]
A demo that was created in 2005 to demonstrate the possibilities of the Radeon® X1800 graphics card and ATI’s Shader 
model 3.0. A very detailed and impressive demo which includes complex rain, water effects, physical simulations on the 
GPU and a realistic dynamic lighting environment. “Heavy Rain” which is a very dark film noir thriller game from 
Quantic Dream incorporated the rain effects created in Toy Shop. 

3.3 Summary

It can be seen that many different approaches have been made to create rain in virtual environments. All the papers 
listed in 3.1 add something to the rain research but what is missing is the interaction between different weather elements 
and a solution for users who want to be able to create such elements in the simplest manner possible without having to 
familiarize themselves with the wealth of details about those elements or the code that creates them.

Although the Toy shop demo does include realistic rain, wind and collisions in their video, the realism came at a cost: it 
required 300 unique shaders dedicated to rain alone and is based on a manually designed rain mask so it does look 
repetitious.

What these approaches all have in common is that they propose hardware implementations of their systems. 
Rousseau, Jolivet and Ghazanfarpour give a good explanation why that is:

“Animating falling rain is obviously a particle system matter. In our application, it appeared that 4000 particles at 
least are needed to produce a realistic impression of rain. Handling the animation via the CPU implies transferring 
all the particles to the graphics card for each frame. This proves a major bottleneck, reducing frame-rates drastically 
when the particle count increases. 
To overcome this limit, we used the approach described in [27,28] 1 2 . These papers propose hardware 
implementations of particle systems. Particle positions are stored in floating point textures and updated through 
shader programs. This simply eliminates data transfers between CPU and GPU regarding particle simulation, all 
the required computation being made using the graphics hardware. Kipfer et al.[28] 2 is used in ATIs toy shop demo 
[29] 3.”

So although there have been numerous researches done to create rain there still is no easy way for users to implement, 
create, modify and control such phenomena that can interact with the virtual environment.
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3 See reference 4 on page 17.

Toy Shop demo Heavy Rain from Quantic Dream



4. Approach
Here we will take a look at what approach the author used to create the environment and more importantly, how the rain 
was created and implemented into the Panda3D scene. It should be noted that Panda3D uses a Z-up right handed 
coordinate system.

4.1 The virtual environment 

The virtual environment was created by modifying an environment the author had created in the course ‘Virtual 
Environments’ which he attended in the previous semester. Here is a brief explanation how the program is structured.

The program is divided into 9 classes if we think of the weather engine, “Watershed”, as a single class.  See figure 4.

Rainy day is the main of the program. Its sole purpose is to set 
the size and position of the window, create an instance of the 
world and run the environment.

World creates all the components used in the game. From the 
Reader class it gets a dictionary that contains all the initial 
settings for the game and gives them to the appropriate classes. 
It also creates a task which is called at each frame and sends the 
current time to the shaders, gets the status of runtime variables 
from the Control class and orders the Environment & HUD 
classes to update themselves according to those variables.

Reader has the task of retrieving the initial settings for the 
camera, ambient light, rain, drops, wind and HUD from a XML 
file called settings.xml and returns a dictionary to the world. 
Appendix II shows how the settings.xml is structured.

HUD, short for heads-up-display, is used to display the camera position, rain and wind variables to the screen.

Control is used for all interaction from the user to the environment. It detects all inputs from the mouse and moves the 
camera according to those inputs. Control also detects inputs from several keys on the keyboard to change aspects of the 
program. The keys available in the program are:

The Environment class holds all the environment components in the program. It creates the terrain, sky and the rain and 
wind from Watershed. It also has functions to start and stop both the rain and wind.

Terrain creates a terrain inside the program. It gets two textures, one used as a height map and the other for texture, 
places them inside a HeightFieldTesselator which is included in Panda3D.

The Sky creates the sky around the terrain. It does so by loading up a sky.egg model, adds a sky texture to it and places 
it on a node inside Panda3D. For added effect a shader is attached to the node which transforms the texture so it appears 
the clouds are moving.
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Fig.4 - Class diagram of the virtual environment

- F1 - Takes a screenshot of the current frame
- F2 - Shows the wireframe of all objects
- F3 - Removes all texture from objects
- F4 - Prints the Panda3D status of nodes etc.
- F5 - Gives you control of the camera node. In Panda3D 

it’s called “out-of-body-experience” and is useful for 
debugging purposes.

- F6 - Same as F5 but adds the camera’s Field of view.
- Escape - Quit the program

- Spacebar - Hide/Display the HUD
- X or Y - Change the wind direction. 
- CTRL+ArrowUp - Add 10 pixels to wind-top
- CTRL+ArrowDown - Subtract 10 pixels to wind-top
- CTRL+Alt+ArrowUp -Add 10 pixels to wind-bottom
- CTRL+Alt+ArrowDown - Subtract 10 pixels to wind-bottom
- CTRL+ArrowRight - Add 25 pixels to wind-strength
- CTRL+ArrowLeft - - Subtract 25 pixels to wind-strength



4.2 Watershed - Weather engine

Watershed contains two weather elements: Rain and Wind. The module is structured 
using the Packages feature in Python which supports the “dotted module names” and 
makes it easy to import each class in watershed separately like this:
“import watershed.rain” or “import watershed.wind”. 

Rain

The Rain class creates raindrops by creating vertices, transforming them into geometry 
inside Panda3D and uses a shader to animate them. In order to use the information 
gathered in chapter 2, the developer is given the chance to change a number of key variables inside the settings.xml file.
The list of variables needed to construct a rain instance is shown in figure 6.

The instance starts by gathering all the initial variables given to the constructor and loads the correct shader depending 
on the platform used to run the program (the reason for this is explained in chapter 4.3). It then creates a 
GeomVertexArrayFormat which is used to store information about each drop for the shader to use when animating the 
drops. Seven tables are created: vertex, color, size, speed, weight, height and fallLength. Each drop in the program will 
have its own row in the table.

After creating the tables the program goes through the process of creating the data 
inside for each drop. It creates a random X and Y position, uses the radius variable to 
construct a circle of raindrops, sets the Z equal to 0 and adds the data to the vertex table. 
Data given to the speed and weight tables are random numbers using the minimum and 
variation variables given to the constructor. The size, color, height and fall length tables 
use the value defined in the settings.xml file and each row in the tables has the same 
value.  Next chapter, Rain shader, explains in detail how and why it uses the data given 
inside the tables.

After creating the tables and data the program goes through the task of creating point 
primitives, as many as is defined by the quantity variable, and each point uses a single 
row in the vertex table. Now a geometry is created using the previously created points 
and tables.

Finally a node is created, given the position and HPR (heading, pitch, roll) values and geometry is placed on it. 
Then to make the drops fall down, a call to the start() function must be made.

Wind

The wind class creates wind that travels in the X and Y direction and can, if so desired, 
affect other elements in the environment. The list of variables needed to construct a 
wind instance is shown in figure 7. 

The instance starts by gathering all the initial variables given to the constructor. It then 
creates 512 different floating point numbers in the range of 0 to 1, which are used to 
calculate the wind strength between the top and bottom positions, and puts them 
inside a wind list and which is then sorted. 

It is not supported to pass an array directly to a shader so a workaround was required. 
In order to pass the values into the shader an image was created and a different wind value was placed inside each pixel 
as the red color value. The image is then attached to a texture node which is sent to the shader along with the strength, 
top, bottom and direction variables.
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Fig.5 - Watershed Class diagram

- Position
- Radius
- Heading, Pitch, Roll
- Quantity
- Fall length
- Drop color & Transparency
- Drop size
- Minimum drop speed
- Drop Speed variation
- Minimum drop weight
- Drop weight variation

Fig.6 - Rain variables

- Top position
- Bottom position
- Direction
- Strength

Fig.7 - Wind variables



Rain shader

Here the author will give a detailed explanation of the shaders used for the rain but to get a better picture of how the 
wind and rain interact with each other and how the variables passed on to the shader are used, look at figure 9. The code 
in this chapter has been simplified to make it clearer for the reader but Appendix I shows the shader code in its entirety.

Two versions of the shader files were created for this program, a regular and a simple one. 
There are two differences between the versions:

- The geometry shader is absent in the simple version. 

- In the simple version the vertex output, inside the vertex shader, is multiplied with the “model to projection” 
matrix and the regular version does that in the geometry shader after creating each point.

The simple version is only used if the program is run on an Apple computer. Reasons for this are given in chapter 4.3.

Inside the shader file are three different types of shaders: Vertex, geometry and a fragment shader. They have different 
tasks and it is helpful to know about their general purpose before reading the description of the shaders used in this 
project.

Vertex shaders are run once for each vertex given to the graphics processor. The purpose is to transform each vertex's 3D 
position in virtual space to the 2D coordinate at which it appears on the screen (as well as a depth value for the Z-buffer). 
Vertex shaders can manipulate properties such as position, color, and texture coordinate, but cannot create new vertices. 
The output of the vertex shader goes to the next stage in the pipeline, which is either a geometry shader if present or the 
rasterizer otherwise. Geometry shaders are executed after the vertex shader and the input is the whole primitive being 
rendered. The shader can emit zero or more primitives, which are rasterized and their fragments ultimately passed to a 
fragment shader. Fragment shader is a computation kernel function that computes color and other attributes of each 
fragment. Fragment shaders range from always outputting the same color, to applying a lighting value, to doing bump 
mapping, shadows, specular highlights, translucency and other phenomena. Fragment shaders are also known as Pixel 
shaders.

The shader language used in this program is Cg from NVidia which stands for “C for graphics” and is based on the C 
language but some features were modified and new data types added to make it more suitable for programming 
graphics processing units. 

Vertex shader
In this program most of the work is done in the vertex shader. The input variables it 
receives are listed in figure 8. Because the rain class places the Panda3D node in the 
position given to the constructor instead of passing the position variable into the shader, 
the drops starting position is at Z=0 which then becomes negative as the drops fall 
down. Because the shader only works with Z=0 and numbers lower, the shader needed 
a drop height variable to place the drop at the correct height in the scene.

The shader cannot change its input variables so the vertex shader starts by copying the 
vertex initial position into a temporary variable and calculates the distance travelled 
using the formula: 

vertex.z = ( ElapsedTime * dropSpeed * dropWeight ) mod dropFallLength

It then calculates the wind’s top and bottom positions relative to the drop position by 
subtracting the difference between the drop height and wind top/bottom from 0.

windTopPosition = 0 - (dropHeight - windTop)
windBottomPosition = 0 - (dropHeight - windBottom)
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- Elapsed time
- Wind Direction
- Wind strength
- Wind top
- Wind bottom
- Wind texture
- Drop color
- Drop position
- Drop height
- Drop fall length
- Drop weight
- Drop speed
- Drop size

Fig.8 - Shader inputs



Next the shader checks if the drop is below the wind top and if a wind direction is active, if both requirements are not 
fulfilled, then the shader is done and should output the vertex position. However if both requirements are fulfilled then 
the shader checks if the drop is above or below the wind bottom. If its below then the windstrength, divided by the 
drop’s weight, is added to the current x and y positions.

outputVertex.x = drop.x + windDirection.x * ( windStrength / dropWeight )
outputVertex.y = drop.y + windDirection.y * ( windStrength / dropWeight )

If the drop however is being hit by the wind, the shader needs to get 
the appropriate value from the wind texture that was created in the 
wind class. It does so by first calculating how big the area between 
the wind top and wind bottom is.

float windArea = windTopPosition - windBottomPosition

The shader goes on by creating a pixel key to find the appropriate 
value inside the wind texture. It divides the amount of values given 
inside the texture minus 1 (512 -1 = 511) by the wind area and rounds 
the outcome to the nearest integer. This is done so the values inside 
the texture are spread out evenly across the wind area. The outcome 
is then multiplied by how far the vertex has entered inside the wind 
and the value is converted to an integer. After getting the pixel key 
the shader searches inside the texture to retrieve the red value inside 
the pixel which holds the wind value. When doing this the pixel 
value must be divided with the texture size, in this case 1024, since 
texture values are given in the range of 0 to 1.

windArea = windTopPosition - windBottomPosition
pixelKey = int( round( ( 511 / windArea ) * ( windTopPosition - vertex.z ) ) )
windValue = tex2D( k_texture, (( pixelKey, 0 ) / 1024)

The shader then multiplies the wind strength and wind value, divides the outcome with the drop weight, multiplies it 
with the wind direction and adds it to the current x and y positions.

outputVertex.x = dropPosition.x + windDirection.x * ( ( windStrength * windValue ) / vtx_weight )
outputVertex.y = dropPosition.y + windDirection.y * ( ( windStrength * windValue ) / vtx_weight )

Finally the vertex shader outputs the vertex. In the simple version the output is multiplied with the “model to 
projection” matrix and goes straight towards the fragment shader and in the regular version the output is just the vertex.

Geometry shader
The geometry shader creates additional points above the vertex it received from the vertex shader. 
It goes through a loop which gets the vertex position, adds 0.1 to the Z position in each round, multiplies the vertex with 
the “model to projection” matrix and emits the vertex.

float4 vertex
int size = int(vtx_pixelsize.x)
for (int i=0; i<size; i++) {
 vertex = l_position
 vertex.z = vertex.z + (i*0.1)
 vertex = mul(mat_modelproj, vertex)
 emitVertex(vertex : POSITION)
}

Fragment shader
The fragment shader uses color values, that were defined in the settings.xml and sent to the shader, to render each pixel 
in the drop.
output_color = input_color
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Fig.9 - Example of drops falling and hit by wind



4.3 Technical Challenges

There were plenty of challenges presented in this project most of which included limitations inside Panda3D or with the 
drivers available for the Nvidia card on the computer the author was using which was an Apple Macbook Pro. Below is 
a list ordered in chronological order, of the main problems the author encountered while working on this project.

Geometry shaders not supported in the current version of Panda3D
This is the first serious problem the author encountered in this project. In order to create drops of different sizes using 
shaders the program needed Panda3D to support geometry shaders. The current stable release of Panda3D, 1.6.2, does 
not offer support for geometry shaders. However after contacting the people at Panda3D the author was able to get the 
1.7.0 preview release which does offer support for geometry shaders in the Cg language.

Geometry shaders not supported on the Apple platform
After getting the Panda3D 1.7.0 version, the user encountered errors with the Cg geometry shader and later found out 
the reason for the error is that currently there are no drivers available from Apple and NVIDIA to support the geometry 
shader in Cg and it is not known when this driver will become available.

The author then tried to switch to the GLSL OpenGL shading language which also was recently added to Panda3D and 
was still being tested. More errors appeared while working with that language and the Panda3D developers could not 
guarantee they would be able to fix them before the project deadline. So the author went back to using Cg and was still 
left with the problem of not being able to create and test the geometry shader inside Panda3D. Eventually the author was 
able to create a volume on his computer with Windows XP installed that allowed him to develop the geometry shader.

No support for Transform feedback / StreamOutput
This is the biggest setback the author faced in this project. The initial plan for the project was move each drop separately 
in every frame and let it have its own variables, for example the current position of the drop. It would then be easy to 
create different kinds of wind at arbitrary times to make the environment more realistic, make the each drop appear in 
different positions inside the rain container and treat each raindrop as an individual object inside the environment.

To accomplish this the author realized that Panda3D must support a feature named “Transform feedback” in 
Cg/OpenGL and “StreamOutput” in HLSL which it currently does not nor is it known when such support will be 
offered. This meant that the author had to use the variables given to the primitive in the beginning to animate the falling 
rain and calculate how the wind affects the drops. This put a serious limit to what the author could accomplish in this 
project.

Problems with drop rotations
The author planned to make create each drop, using a triangle or two tristrips, and rotate them in the vertex or geometry 
shader to imitate a billboard effect so that the drop would always face the camera. After spending much time solving 
each problem, that occurred while working on the rotation, the author found out that the simplest solution would be to 
use points instead since they always face the camera. It also meant that the code used in the shader would be 
considerably smaller and easier to read and understand. Therefore the author decided to go with that approach and use 
the geometry shader to create additional drops if required.

Passing arrays into the shader
Much time went in to figuring out how to create wind that would look realistic. After studying a bit about Perlin noise 
the author realized that the easiest way to accomplish this would be by creating an array that would contain different 
floating point numbers, divide the array with the size of the wind area and fetch the appropriate value from the array. 
This worked when using a static array inside the shader but the author wanted the wind class to give the shader those 
values. There the problem of finding a way to pass the those values to the shade arose since it is not possible to send an 
array directly to the shader. After discussing this with Reinier from the Panda3D development team the author was 
shown well known solutions to solve these kinds of problems. The solution would be to create a texture as big or bigger 
as the amount of values the author wanted to pass to the shader, pass the values as a color coordinate inside each pixel 
and get the value from the pixel. This method proved to be quite useful and was used in the project.
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5. Evaluation and results
This chapter addresses the evaluation of the project’s success based on how well the author managed to create and 
implement realistic rain inside the Panda3D environment. Appendix III contains screenshots from the program.

5.1 Weather engine usability

The engine is useable simply by importing the watershed module. At first the author wanted the engine to be an abstract 
class which all weather phenomena inherited from but after learning about the packages feature of python it was 
decided to use that instead because of its ease of use and simplicity. 

To add that simplicity the author put all key settings for the program into a XML document. 
The user can change settings for the camera, ambient light for the terrain, HUD, rain and wind simply by altering the 
values inside that document. Appendix II shows the structure of the XML document.

So the author was successful in creating a simple engine to use inside the Panda3D environment.

5.2 Rain

The main motivation for the rain was to implement attributes 
that were discovered in chapter 2, be able to create thousands of 
drops, have each drop have its own sets of variables and 
animate a realistic rainfall by using shaders.

Figure 10 shows how many of the rain attributes, from chapter 
2,  the user was able to implement into the program. There it 
can be seen that the all attributes except type, texture, lighting 
and shadows were implemented although it can be argued that 
because the developer has the power to create most if not all of 
the rain types listed in chapter 2.2 by changing the amount, 
velocity and size of raindrops.

The developer can create almost as many drops as he sees fit although creating more drops requires more work from the 
GPU and it affects the frames-per-second count delivered to the screen. For example the author tried to see the difference 
in FPS count between 100.000 and 1.000.000 drops using an Apple Macbook Pro with a 2.4 GHz Intel processor and 4GB 
667 MHz SDRAM memory. The program dropped from 60 FPS with 100.000 drops to 22 FPS with 1.000.000 drops.

Like mentioned previously, it was not possible to make each drop have its own set of variables during runtime but the 
author was successful in animating the rain using shaders in the Cg language so it would be fair to say that the main 
goal of this project, to create real-time rain with realistic features, was a success.

5.3 Wind

To create a realistic rain it has to be able to respond appropriately when hit with wind. The author hoped to create winds 
that would be able to change over time to give a more realistic feel to the environment but this was also affected by the 
lack of support for the transform feedback since raindrops below the wind use the wind strength variable to calculate the 
drop’s position. If the strength variable would change regularly, the drops below the wind would also move and 
therefore give the rainfall a very unrealistic animation.

So the author had to create a static wind to hit the rain which worked quite well although he had hoped to create a more 
realistic looking wind to hit the rain with. So it can be concluded that the wind was as good as it could get until drops 
can be more independent inside the environment.
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5.4 Review from Trausti Jónsson

Trausti Jónsson, a meteorologist at the Icelandic Met Office was able to look at and give his opinion on the rain created in 
this project by looking at videos sent to him which showcased different angles of the rain and wind.

The author sent Trausti four videos to review, below you can see screenshots taken from them.

- Video nr.1 showed drops falling down without any wind present. Terrain and sky active. 
The camera placed inside the rain, above the terrain and looking at the drops.

- Video nr.2 showed drops falling down without any wind present. Terrain and sky active. 
The camera placed inside the rain, level with the terrain and looking up towards the drops.

- Video nr.3 showed drops falling down and being hit by wind. Terrain and sky inactive. 
The camera placed far away from the rain and looking at the drops.

- Video nr.4 showed drops falling down and being hit by wind. Terrain and sky active. 
The camera placed far away from the rain, above the terrain and looking at the drops.

Trausti gave this evaluation of the results:

“Overall this is a fairly good result. 
What I noticed first was the type of rain the videos showed and the clouds above it. 
This type of rain does not form from clouds like you see in those videos.

In video number 1 the rain is quite good. 
Video number 2 has in my opinion the most realistic looking rain of those 4 videos. You get the feeling that the 
rain is coming straight down from the clouds or above them which is not unusual.
In videos number 3 and 4 the wind is not realistic and needs some work.

Despite these comments I do believe that this rain is quite good and can be used in some scenarios. 
You’re definitely on the right track.”

Overall the author is quite pleased with the comments from Trausti and is confident that the results will be even better 
when more work is done on the rain and wind. 
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6. Future work
There is almost an infinite list of things that can be added or made better for this project. This project should be 
considered and hopefully will be the first step in a long journey. This chapter was made to give readers ideas for next 
potential steps in the development of a versatile and flexible all around weather engine. 

Add more weather phenomena
Probably the most obvious thing to add to the weather engine are 
more phenomena. There are plenty to choose from and figure 11 
gives an example of possible additions to the weather engine.

Use Transform feedback / StreamOutput
In chapter 4.3 the author explained the benefits of being able to 
give each drop its own sets of variables that are inside the GPU 
and can be saved during runtime. This would be done using a 
Transform feedback in GLSL and Cg languages and 
StreamOutput when using the HLSL language of DirectX. 
By enabling this feature the developer would be able to work with each drop as a single object and make the drops more 
random and less predictable. This would also give the developers the chance of creating a more realistic wind since 
drops below the wind would not have to use the wind strength variable when calculating its position.

Remove the engine from Panda3D
Currently the weather engine is reliant on the Panda3D to create the drops. It would be a logical step to take the engine 
out of Panda3D environment and in the process enable more game engines to use the weather engine. For example the 
watershed could be created in both OpenGL and DirectX and then be able to reach almost every game engine available 
today.

Rain zone and container
To keep the amount of drops low and in the process minimize computer calculations, Puig-Centelles, Ripolle and Chover 
suggested an approach to create a rain zone and container [5], which was mentioned in chapter 3.1. 
This is a very interesting approach and would without a doubt be a great addition to this project.

Collisions
By adding visible collisions when raindrops hit an object, the environment will become more realistic and hopefully add 
to the immersion the user is currently experiencing.
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Appendix I - rain_regular.sha
//Cg
//Cg profile glsf glsg glsv
void vshader( 	 in uniform float4 k_elapsedTime,
              	 in uniform float4 k_windDirection,
	 in uniform float4 k_windStrength,
	 in uniform float4 k_windBottom,
	 in uniform float4 k_windTop,
	 in uniform sampler2D k_windTexture,
	 in float1 vtx_color,
	 in float1 vtx_height,
	 in float1 vtx_fallLength,
	 in float1 vtx_weight,
	 in float1 vtx_speed,
	 in float4 vtx_position : POSITION,
	 out float4 l_position : POSITION) 
{
	 float4 vertex = vtx_position;
	 float4 outputVertex = float4(0,0,0,1);

	 /* Falling drops */
	 // Calculate the distance travelled and move the drop down
	 float distance_traveled = fmod( float(k_elapsedTime.x * vtx_speed.x * vtx_weight), vtx_fallLength.x);
	 vertex.z = 0 - distance_traveled;

	 /* Wind */
	 // Calculate the wind position and how far inside the vertex is in the wind
	 float windTopPosition = 0 - (vtx_height.x - k_windTop.x);
	 float windBottomPosition = 0 - (vtx_height.x - k_windBottom.x);

	 // Is the vertex below the wind top?
	 if ( vertex.z < windTopPosition && (k_windDirection.x || k_windDirection.y) ) {
	 	 // Is the vertex between the wind top and bottom?
	 	 if (vertex.z > windBottomPosition) {
	 	 float windArea = windTopPosition - windBottomPosition;
	 	 int pixelKey = int(round((511 / windArea) * (windTopPosition - vertex.z)));
	 	 float4 windValue = tex2D(k_windTexture, float2(pixelKey,0)/1024);
	 	
	 	 outputVertex.x = vertex.x + k_windDirection.x * ((k_windStrength.x * windValue.x) / vtx_weight.x);
	 	 outputVertex.y = vertex.y + k_windDirection.y * ((k_windStrength.x * windValue.x) / vtx_weight.x);
	 	 }

	 	 // Vertex is below the wind
	 	 else {
	 	 	 outputVertex.x = vertex.x + k_windDirection.x * (k_windStrength / vtx_weight.x);
	 	 	 outputVertex.y = vertex.y + k_windDirection.y * (k_windStrength / vtx_weight.x);
	 	 }
	 	
	 	 outputVertex.z = vertex.z;
	 }
	 // The vertex is above the wind
	 else {
	 	 outputVertex = vertex;
	 }

	 /* Output */
	 o_color = vtx_color;
	 l_position = vertex;
}

POINT void gshader(AttribArray<float4> l_position : POSITION,
	 	 	 	 	   in uniform float4x4 mat_modelproj,
	 	 	 	 	   in float1 vtx_pixelsize)
{
	 float4 vertex;
 int size = int(vtx_pixelsize.x);

	 // Create additional points above the the orginal vertex from the vertex shader
	 for (int i=0; i<size; i++) {
	 	 vertex = l_position[0];
	 	 vertex.z = vertex.z + (i*0.1);
	 	 vertex = mul(mat_modelproj, vertex);
	 	 emitVertex(vertex : POSITION);
	 }
}

void fshader( in float4 l_color : COLOR,
	 	 	 	 out float4 o_color : COLOR) {
	 o_color = l_color;
}
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Appendix II - settings.xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<settings>
	 <camera>
	 	 <near>1</near>
	 	 <far>30000</far>
	 	 <fov>70</fov>
	 	 <position>
	 	 	 <x>1000</x>
	 	 	 <y>144</y>
	 	 	 <z>400</z>
	 	 </position>
	 	 <hpr>
	 	 	 <h>45</h>
	 	 	 <p>-45</p>
	 	 	 <r>0</r>
	 	 </hpr>
	 </camera>
	 <ambient>
	 	 <color>
	 	 	 <r>0.5</r>
	 	 	 <g>0.5</g>
	 	 	 <b>0.55</b>
	 	 	 <a>1.0</a>
	 	 </color>
	 </ambient>
	 <hud>
	 	 <autostart>False</autostart>
	 </hud>
	 <watershed>
	 	 <rain>
	 	 	 <quantity>15000</quantity>
	 	 	 <radius>500</radius>
	 	 	 <position>
	 	 	 	 <x>-150</x>
	 	 	 	 <y>100</y>
	 	 	 	 <z>1150</z>
	 	 	 </position>
	 	 	 <hpr>
	 	 	 	 <h>0</h>
	 	 	 	 <p>0</p>
	 	 	 	 <r>0</r>
	 	 	 </hpr>
	 	 </rain>
	 	 <drop>
	 	 	 <fall-length>1150</fall-length>
	 	 	 <speed>
	 	 	 	 <minimum>50</minimum>
	 	 	 	 <variation>50</variation>
	 	 	 </speed>
	 	 	 <weight>
	 	 	 	 <minimum>5</minimum>
	 	 	 	 <variation>5</variation>
	 	 	 </weight>
	 	 	 <color>
	 	 	 	 <r>0.9</r>
	 	 	 	 <g>0.9</g>
	 	 	 	 <b>1.0</b>
	 	 	 	 <a>0.5</a>
	 	 	 </color>
	 	 	 <size>3</size>
	 	 </drop>
	 	 <wind>
	 	 	 <strength>2600</strength>
	 	 	 <top>700</top>
	 	 	 <bottom>220</bottom>
	 	 	 <direction>
	 	 	 	 <x>0</x>
	 	 	 	 <y>0</y>
	 	 	 	 <z>0</z>
	 	 	 </direction>
	 	 </wind>
	 </watershed>
</settings>
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Appendix III - Screenshots
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